Airport Wall. Mile High Club, 700m 22 pitches 26/27. Karl “Merry” Schimanski , Daniel Joll 2020
Approach.
On Foot approx. 45 minutes – 1 hour from leaving car to starting climbing. Head into the big car
park just down from Milford Lodge i.e take the next left after the lodge heading towards the boat
ramp. The car park Is just on our left as you enter Deep Water Basin Rd. Go to the end of the car
park closest to Milford Lodge and cross here. After crossing the river follow the true left bank out to
the bay then follow the shore line round to the fixed lines and base of the route. Eventually you will
pick up the approach track. A jumar makes the fixed lines easier. If your worried about the
condition of the fixed lines use your own rope. Over time they will deteriorate and need replacing.
There are two small creeks that you need to go around depending on the tide level. They are easy to
cross just head inland till the point you can step over while keeping your feet dry. Then head back
towards the shore line.

By boat or kayak the approach time is more or less the same as walking when you factor in mucking
around with your raft , boat or kayak. We usually take a small blow up boar and launch it at the boat
ramp. We then stash it at the shore line and walk along the high tide mark. All up approx. 15
minute paddle, 20 minutes to fixed lines, 15 minutes to base of the route. Fixed lines will
deteriorate over time !!! use your own rope if you think they look dodgy.

Pitch by pitch beta comes after the topos.

Descent Topo

Ascent strategy
The route can and has been climbed in a day as most routes can. However, a realistic timeframe for
most ascents will be 3 – 4 days. Our suggested plan of attack for those taking a multi day approach
is below.
Water. Hauling water is heavy hard work. There is a good water source 10 minutes walk from the
Departure Lounge bivy located between pitches 7-8. Follow the well cut track along the wall and
through the bush until you hit the first stream. There are several. Fill up here for the next 2-3 days.
Budget 4-5L of water per person per day.
Take poo bags and a poo tube for the upper wall. Please avoid pissing on the climbing line / holds
and please don’t shit on the ledges on the wall or on the route. There is a good toilet location at the
Departure Lounge ( walk along the wall and follow the signs) then pack your shit out from the upper
wall.
There is a water drum at the Departure Lounge & Koru Club. If its full its bonus water but I wouldn’t
count on it. Tip any excess water after your ascent into the drum to top it up when you leave. Don’t
contaminate this by using it to wash hands etc.
At both the Departure Lounge and the Koru Club you can pitch a 2 person tent and in addition easily
accommodate 2 – 3 extra people in bivy bags. A portaledge is not necessary if you plan to only camp
at these bivy spot. If you feel you might need more time to ascend the route then bring a portaledge
and give yourself a few more options. A bivy bag and sleeping bag rather than a tent will give you
the most options of where to sleep. There is a good one person bivy at the base of pitch 19. This
would be a spot to aim for if your taking a portaledge up the wall or making a solo ascent and
planning to bivy above the Koru Club.
Make sure you study the topo well to see the different climbing, hauling and rapping lines.
There is a rat trap at the Koru Club and a jar of peanut butter to bait it. Over 10 rats caught and
counting. Don’t leave the trap set when you leave the ledge or you might kill a native bird. Throw
any dead rats off the wall.
Day 1 – Arrival in Milford
Consider on the day you arrive to Milford crossing the river and taking your bags / gear 45m up the
approach pitch ( pitch 1&2). Leave your haul bag here ready for starting the route the following day.
You don’t need a full day for this just an afternoon, once done head back to Milford or bivy in the
bush at the base of the route. If you Don’t have a kayak, boat, boggie board then look for a low
point in the river and head on over to the wall ( see approach topo). The lowest spots to cross are
near Milford lodge which makes for a longer approach.
From the small beach below and left of the wall, follow a well marked trail up to a fixed line traverse
cross a bush ledge (5-30 minutes depending on the size of your pack). Follow fixed ropes on a right
tending traverse. This finishes at a double ring belay. From here drop down 15m to a small ledge
and a single bolt belay. Cross the small gully ( easy scrambling ) you may want a belay if carrying a
haul bag and head up 30m to the double ring belay and the start of pitch 1.
If you have allot of gear it is probably faster and easier to simply make two trips over the fixed line
trasverse.

You will spot the bolts from our original line of ascent out left through a big roof. This is an open
project and a variation to pitch 3. It goes at around c2 on bat / sky hooks.
AID CLIMBERS – please protect the free climbing features, pockets and small edges etc. Don’t
hook any delicate flakes or clip your sky hooks placed in pockets as protection. An early repeat of
the lower wall by an aid climbing team almost caused a key pocket to be break when they clipped
a sky hook as protection then fell causing it to rip out the edge of the pocket. Please don’t use
pitons or place any extra protection bolts.
If your haul bag is light a fast team will easily reach the Koru Club in a day.
Day 2
Get an early start and head back up to the base of pitch 3. As you pass the old tree mid height of the
pitch make sure you flick your haul line over to the left hand side of the tree to save your haul bag
getting stuck in the tree. The tightly spaced bolts here are to ensure you don’t land on the tree
should you fall off making the crux moves. At the top of the lower tier overhang you reach an easy
60m slab. From here continue up to the Departure Lounge bivy ledge. Head along the track to the
running water. Fill your water for the rest of the time on the wall here. Climb the next 3 pitches and
fix ropes from the top of pitch 8 back down to the Departure Lounge 80m. A 60m rope allows you to
fix back to a double bolt belay 30m above the Departure Lounge. This is an anchor for hauling and it
is a nicer line to haul on compared to taking your bag up pitches 8-10.
There are big bins at the Departure Lounge for stashing gear and food. ( rats ! ) Please leave no
rubbish or items here after your ascent and the lids on the bins.
There is a good toilet spot 2 minutes from camp. Follow the track along the base of the wall then
follow the orange markers to the toilet located in a fallen tree trunk. Please don’t shit around the
bivy.
Important – We left a re belay bolt on the lip of the big roof when you rap down from pitch 10. Re
belay your rope here on the bolt to save if rubbing on the lip of the roof when jummaring back up
the next morning.
If you arrive at the departure lounge but do not manage to arrive at the base of pitch 10 that night.
Then simply haul your bag with you as you climb the next day. This will involve a small lower out of
your haul bag on pitch 10. To do a haul bag lower have the leader head over to the belay at the base
of pitch 11. Set the haul line for hauling. The second lowers the haul bag while the leader hauls it in
until it is docked at the anchor.
Day 3
If you made it to the base of pitch 11 the day prior.
Jug your fixed lines and haul your bag up to the base of pitch 9. Note there is a hauling belay and a
separate climbing belay just to the right which allows you to belay from a nicer ledge. Climb up to
the Koru Club (best bivy on the route) pitches 11-13 then climb pitches 14-16 fixing your ropes back
to the Koru Club. This will be the end of the hauling for most teams. Note when fixing from the
Koru Club across the golden traverse make sure you attach your static rope to the anchor or it will be
very hard to get back up to the bivy when you come down!
You can also fix from the top of pitch 14-16 back to the Koru Club if you make it that far on day 3
using 2- ropes and a re belay. This makes for a wild free hanging jumar the next morning. There are

bolted anchors which will allow you to fix your ropes on this section of the wall. When rapping
down from the top of pitch 14, 15 or 16 look for the ledge system that runs across the roof of the
cave ( half way up pitch 14 on the climber left). There are two single bolts for fixing too and to help
you traverse across this ledge system. At the second of these bolts you drop down 5m to a double
bolt belay. From here a 30m free hanging rap takes you back into the Koru Club. ( it helps to place
some gear in the crack just below the belay to avoid you hanging to far out in space
) *see
descent topo for detailed info* Place edge protectors on this line if your planning to jug back up the
next morning.
Please keep the Koru Club clean! No rubbish, pack out your shit. Bait the rat trap and help save
some the birds who live here. We caught 6 rats on our second stay at this ledge. A big plastic
rubbish bin is there for stashing food and gear so the rats can’t get it. Don’t leave your rubbish in it
!
Day 4
Jug your ropes and blast to the top. From the top of the route you can follow the rap line straight
back to the Koru Club. This rap line follows the alternate line of the “Hijacking” We are still working
on this line so please treat it as a closed project for now.
From the top. Keep on rapping down taking all your rubbish with you and either walk our via the
Departure Lounge trail ( 3 -4 hours ) or continue rapping right down to the base of the route and
then enjoy the 10 minute stroll to Milford. ( preferred descent )
The wall faces North and dries quickly after rain. That being said if your planning to free all the
pitches you might have to wait 24-48 hours to ensure everything is dry. The upper half of the route
dries the fastest. Ie from the Koru Club to the top. Pitches 3&4 are basically perma dry.
Air Miles. Not on sighting grade 26-27? Then its likely you may make the odd deposit in your air
miles account. Don’t worry though. Cruxes are steep and falls are clean. Unlike several recent
Darrens routes you won’t find dogging bolts to help you get through crux sections. There is allot of
mandatory free climbing. Bring some aid gear if you are not solid on terrain up to grade 24-25. All
cruxes can be easily aided at around c2 using a combination of bat hooks, sky hooks and a grappling
hook.
In general, the climbing is not so run out, however if you find yourself legs shaking above your gear
spare a thought for how we felt on the first ascent with moss covered rock and no idea what was
coming ahead. Like any big wall route, consider your experience and ability before embarking. From
the traverse out of the Koru Club the route gets more committing and is fairly sustained. Pitches 15
– 20 before you re gain the rap line are the hardest pitches to bail from.
Aid Climbers may wish to include a second #4 Camalot in their rack.
2 day plan
If your fit and moving well taking one day to reach Koru Club then another to the top of the route is
a good plan. There is of course the challenge of the one day free ascent to try for as well ! If your
doing a day free ascent plan on 15 – 24 hours.

Airport Wall – The Mile High Club, 700m, 27, 22 pitches
First Ascent Karl “Merry” Schimanski , Daniel Joll June / July 2020 plus help from several additional
partners. Then first ascent went at 24, c2 and took 14 days spread over 3 trips.
FFA Karl “Merry” Schimanski , Daniel Joll August 2020
This route needs traffic to help clean and improve the pitches. While the granite is solid in places
traffic will help improve the pitches. If you have time on the way up or down help us in the cleaning
effort by brushing a pitch or two.
Pitch Beta
1- 30m , 15, Easy low angle climbing often wet. This is the scrappy pitch of the route taking you
on a rising rightwards traverse up through the bush to a tree ledge. This pitch and the slab
that leads to the Departure Lounge are the worst pitches to haul on the route.
2- 20m 16 mostly bolts, move up then right via trees to a belay.
Pitch 1&2 will often be wet. These are the scrappy approach pitches. The route improves above.
The pitches above are usually perma dry. They will seep a bit though after heavy rain.
Pass your haul line to the left hand side of the tree on pitch two ,when you arrive to the belay
ledge haul off the double ring bolt anchor. Belay off the double bolt anchor just to the right which
allows you to sit in the tree and is more in line with the climbing on the next pitch.
3- 40m, 24 Step right off the belay passing two bolts and some delicate flakes on the right.
After a good cam below the small tree, move up and left passing several bolts to a short fist
crack. Move up and back left to a standing rest on top of the tree trunk! Don’t break any
more branches off this tree or it will die and the pitch will get allot harder! (Pass haul line to
the left side of this tree) So your bag doesn’t get stuck in the tree. A hard boulder problem
takes you up and left to a bolt. From here the wall looks blank but step up and move left to
a hidden jug rail. From here a rising leftwards traverse on gear brings you to a small ledge
and belay. Protect the tree ! It is a key stance for the free climbing variation of this pitch !
Pass your haul rope to the left hand side of the tree around 15m before the end of the pitch. You
will see the bolts from our original ascent coming up below the tree. This is an unclimbed open
project. Probably around grade 30?
4- 30m, 26 Step left and follow a steep thin seam up the wall ( moderate ) this brings you to an
overhang with two bolts ( crux ) After the second bolt follow the cracks on good holds to a
large ledge and Belay.
5- 20m, 15 Step left off the belay, pull over the short wall onto easy ground and climb up to a
belay left of the overhanging corner. Feel free to give this and any of the other easy slabs a
quick brush on your way down.
6- 25m, 23 Step up and right from the belay to an overhanging open book corner. 3d climbing ,
and flexibility are the key. Ensure you have a #2 nut or .3 cam cam at the lip of the roof. On
the slab place some gear to protect the second then move up and left on clean rock to a
belay just above. This crux corner needs a day of sun to dry out after rain. The haul bag will
likely get stuck on the lip of the overhang but this is easily fixed by having your second drop
down to free it after they have climbed the pitch.
7- 50m, 15 Up easy slab somewhat run out to belay 10m below the departure lounge.

10m scramble onto the Departure lounge ledge.
8- 35m 16 , You have two options here. The first is an easy crack right when you arrive to the
ledge. This was the line used on the first ascent but its often wet. ( not recommended ) A
nicer option is to start 10m left and follow the drier splitter crack line. Both pitches are 35m.
Departure Lounge Bivy – If the water drums are dry, or there are multiple parties on the route take a
short walk across the base of the wall, up a small section of fixed line then along our bush track until
you reach the first creek. Depending on the run off this will take 10 – 20 minutes to reach a good
water source. Keep the water drums for dry spells and use this to fill your water for taking up to
Koru and for drinking when you stay at the Departure Lounge. Please make sure you only shit in the
toileting spot. We have marked this location with some signs and its located in the bush next to an
old tree stump 2 minutes past the climbing line as you walk along the base of the wall.
Take the left hand newly cleaned splitter crack ,35m 16 (Pitch 8)
9- 35m, 17 Follow a nice crack / arete with on bolt up to a tree ledge.
10- 20m, 20 The “turbulence pitch” ie your going to go up then down Step right off the belay
and then up following bolts to a single ring. From here down climb 7m (17) placing some
gear and passing a bolt if your second plans to down climb as well. ( or have them thread
the rings and belay / lower them down this section then pull the rope.
A good option here is for the leader to climb the pitch then haul the bag before the down
climb. The leader then does the down climb to the base of pitch 11. The second then climbs
up to the bag and then lowers the bag while the leader hauls it in. The second then either
clips the leaver biner or threads the anchor and then does the down climb on top rope. (
leave the biner in place)
11- 50m, 24 Hard moves and steep climbing past two bolts take you to a nice crack before a
sharp rightwards traverse. Follow the crack sometimes wide to a nice ledge and double bolt
belay
12- 35m, 16 Easy crack moving up and right to belay. ( don’t belay on the double rings directly
above the crack line) move to a nicer stance on the right and the double hanger belay.
13- 32m, 17 Climb the crack to a bolted face and crux just before the ledge. The last few meters
are often wet for a day after rain.
10m climb up and through the trees onto the Koru Club ledge. Finish hauling here and enjoy
the best bivy of the route.
Note – you can rap the climbing line, however a better rap is located on climbers left of the
Koru Club.
Made it to the Koru Club free? Nice work on gaining your Koru Membership. 9 more pitches
free and you can join the Mile High Club.
Perhaps you already joined with your partner at the bivy

14- 40m, 20. On the right hand side of the bivy and edge of the cave locate the double bolt
belay. From here start a rising traverse across the cave on perfect granite to a bolt near a
big flake (leave the lower out biner in place). From the bolt climb down and across
remembering to place some protection for the second to A semi hanging stance. ( the only
hanging belay on the route.
If your taking your haul bag have the second lower it out while the leader hauls it in across
the traverse.
15- 40m, 25 Climb up and right passing several bolts. Then climb the steep overhang to an
exciting juggy exit. It is a challenging pitch to onsight with some hard heady climbing. After
the bolted section your going to need your route finding skills to locate the best holds.
**********Airmiles deposit likely as you blast up the jugs to the anchor. **********
16- 27m, 26-27 Technical climbing leads to steep powerful moves up the corner. From the last
bolt head up to horizontal #2 camalot and then left to the anchor. This is a pumpy pitch but
the falls are clean and it wouldn’t be the Airport will with out the air time. If aiding follow
hook moves straight up after the last bolt to a horizontal break with good cams then
traverse left to the small stance and anchor.
17- 30m, 22 follow the crack which turns into a beautiful finger crack on orange rock.
18- 22m, 25 up past two bolts to a powerful crux. After a few more meters traverse left to a bolt
across the face and a belay on a nice ledge. All 3 bolts on this pitch were added after the
first ascent where we aided around the free climbing crux.
Aid Climbers. Please do not hook the fragile quartz edges at the free climbing cruxs on pitch 18. If
you need to aid you can swing out right and make a couple of pendulum / tension moves to avoid
the free climbing crux.
19- 30m, 18 step left off the belay and follow the flared hand crack straight up.
20- 40m, 20-21 rising leftwards traverse following the crack until a bolt and short face section
before the belay.
21- 37m, 23 Move up and left then follow the crack through the short roof. From here the crack
continues up the gently overhanging face to a nice ledge.
22- 20m, 25/26 Hard moves off the belay lead to an easier crack. From the top soak up the view
then rap back down to your gear at the Koru Club.
We would appreciate if no additional fixed protection is added to this route please. The aiding is
easy with a couple of hooks and the free climbing cruxes are safe and exciting
Enjoy!
Descent
Reverse the last two pitches. You don’t go to the climbing anchor on pitch 20 , there is a set of rings
appox 10m climbers left at the same height. Then head straight down into the Koru Club. In this
section you are following a new route (closed project) with several other anchors in place for the
various pitches. Most raps are approx. 30-50m long.
At the Koru Club head to the far side of the ledge ( climbers left) A short 25m absail takes you down
and left ( Climbers Left to a set of rings on the face, you make a slight traverse to locate them) from
those rings make 3 more raps to the rings at the end of the Turbalance down climb. Continue
straight down 3 more raps to the Departure Lounge.
From the Departure Lounge rap down the route until your on top of pitch 4 (26) rather than rapping
the last 4 pitches which involves some traversing continue straight down via double ring anchors to
the end of the fixed lines / base of the route.

